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In a previous paper, see [l], we dealt with the following situation: 
Let p be an odd prime, and suppose that Xr -a o Z[X] is an irreducible 
polynomial over Q, the field of the rational numbers. We studied the 
decomposition behaviour of the prime p and of the primes dividing the 
integer a in the field Q( v ) p a , w h ere moreover p{a. The results of [l] were 
obtained by means of the so-called A&in-conductors. The whole problem 
was a global problem, and as Professor Helmut Koch from East-Berlin 
pointed out to me, it is also possible to obtain the results by localization 
methods a la Hensel. 
Later I found out that in the book Integral Bases by W. E. H. Berwiok, 
see [2], the same results were proved, however as an example of extremely 
hard arithmetical computations dealing with the determination of local 
bees for the integers of an algebraic number field. 
However in my opinion my method circumvents all these arithmetical 
difficulties. In [S], the splitting of p in the field Q(@l/a) is considered too, 
where h is an integer, > 2. Notice : X@-- a is irreducible over Q if and 
only if Xr -a is irreducible over Q, see [3], Satz 7, Seite 291. 
It is the purpose of this paper to derive the splitting behaviour of r, 
in Q(r21/a), a E Z, where a is not a @h-power of an element of Z, by means 
of a generalization of the methods used in [l]. 
In 5 2 we just state what the results are for Q(qa), A> 2. 
NOTATIONS 
a a rational integer not a @-power of some other rational 
integer, and such that p{a. 
P a (positive) odd prime. 
A T/S the disoriminant of the algebraic number field T relative to 
the subfield S. 
f,=f,wo tJl e conductor of the character X, where x is a character of 
Gal (L/K), when L/K is a finite Galois extension. 
Further notation is adopted from [l]. 
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Throughout in this paper we fix once and for all the roots pva, such 
that (p$/a)p = p’-‘va. 
In the paper [l] we presupposed that “l/a E R, but this condition is 
in fact superfluous. 
Let At be the ring of integers of Q(r’a), let [=e2”“lv, let Bt be the ring 
of integers of Q([, p*l/a). 
!&J are always prime ideals of B,; @,j are always prime ideala of A!. 
We prove the following 
THEOREM 1: 
(1) If ap + a (mod ~9, then pA2 =.pfs22. 
(2) If ap = a (modpz), then pA1=#‘;’ pz,l. 
(3) We use the notation as under (2) : 
If ar E a (mod@), but a $ pva (mod pi,,), then 
42 = P;;;-~’ @;, 2. 
(4) We use the notation as under (2) : 
If a = q/a (mod pi,,), then 
~42 = @;!“z-” P;,’ $3~2. 
PROOF : 
(1) In this case we have pA1=&. See [l]. Look at the fig. 1. We have 
and 
[Q(W) : QI = [QP”lIa) : QPWI = P: Kl = W Q(t)1 =P, 
[Q(C): Q]=[K: Q(P)‘a)]=[L: Q(p”va)]=p- 1. 
The ring of integers of Q(C) is Z[(]. Let R= (1 - [) then pZ[[] =@‘-I. x is 
a prime ideal of Z[C]. Since R/Q(C) is a Galois extension, it follows now 
from pAl= 0:. 1 that p~,lBl= !J3;,;‘. Hence the ideal pi,1 is ramified in the 
Galois closure of the extension Q(P”l/a)/Q(Pj/a), i.e. L/Q(pva). Next we show 
Q(T) .
K = QC, PW 0 
A 
QtPV4 
-A Q(til/a) 
Fig. 1. 
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that the congruence Xp = “~CZ (mod ‘@:,) has no solution in Br. (Notice 
that &C?1=‘?J3~,1). Suppose the congruence would have a solution x in Br. 
Take 6 E Br such that x=pv~~+s. Then: 
qh+q/u+s)p=u+ 
0 
p (q/u)P-Is+...+ 
( > 
p” 1 (plu)sp-l+sp (mod R”,). 
Since UP-U= (a-~vo)(a--- 5 P~CZ) . . . (a- P-1 pvo) it follows that ‘$,I di- 
vides a - 53 rvu for some j (mod p). Since a - “j/u = a - 53 pi/a + (1 - [--f)[f pvu, 
and z= (1 - [) it follows that !&,I divides a-pi/a. Hence ‘$r,r]ap, so vr,$. 
From this we see that 
pvu-u = 0 (mod ‘$T.,). 
Since ‘!&,I is totally ramified over Q, it follows by taking norms that 
;P;. 1 I cplla - alp-l 
whence 
&lPlla-a. 
Now 
NQ(q’a)/Q +-‘f, llNQ(W)/Q (‘vu - uh 
so 
p2lu-up, 
what is not true in this case. 
Therefore the insolvability of the congruence mentioned above leads 
to the fact that $3r,r ramifies totally in L; of course we used here again 
the fact that L/K is a Galois extension. But then it is clear that p,Az = pf2. 
(2) See [l]. 
(3) Since UP = a (mod ~2) we have the situation of (2) namely pAl= 
= p&$.~s,r. From [l] we know that 
~&=!$l,l *.. q3p-1,1q3p,l. 
Also in [l] we have seen that 
Al,&= ‘$1~ . . . ‘$p-~,l and &.J~,I& = Vz>l. 
Since LIQ( 1/ 1 p a is the Galois closure of the extension Q(P21/a)/Q&‘u) it 
follows from the ramification of ps,l in Br, that ns,r is ramified in Q(gvu), 
but what is the actual decomposition of na,l in Q(s1/a)? 
We investigate the congruence 
Xp = plu (mod ‘$Esl). 
(Notice that ‘$,,~jn but 3: Ij’z). Suppose that the congruence has a so- 
lution in Br, say x. Let Z:P~U+S, then s E I&. Since $“,.;‘Ip and !j.&,r]s, 
we derive along the lines of the proof of (1) that P~U 3 a (mod $&). 
By taking norms it follows that pi, ,I(pj/u -a)~-1, hence that &I:, ,[Pva - a, 
what is not true in this case (3). 
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Therefore, and by the fact that L/K is a Galois extension of degree p, 
we conclude that (;pr,i is totally ramified in L. Hence ps,i is totally ramified 
in L, with ns,J?s=!j3~?J1’. Hence 
Or, equivalently, 
where 82.2 is the unique prime ideal of A2 lying above ps,i. 
Next we have to decide whether pi,1 is ramified in A2 or not. In order 
to do this, we calculate some typical divisors of the relative discriminant 
~;i~X~W/QPV4~ Only the prime ideals of Q(pva) that ramify in Q(p*l’a) 
Now 
where f(X)=Xp--vu E Q(p@)[X]. 
Hence : 
A jp~(qh)~-lA~. 
Since pfa, we have &h,l{pVa. 
Hence 
where J is an ideal of AI, relatively prime to both pi,1 and @,I. 
She ~~42 = P:,,, it follows then from ramification theory that .pi,, 
divides d “exactly” i.e. pi*,]d, but $$‘.:‘{A. 
Next we use the following lemma, whose proof will be given in the 
Appendix : 
LEMMA 1: In the cases (3) and (4) of Theorem 1 we have : 
From the lemma 1 we conclude that the prime ideal pi,1 must ramify 
in Q(P”~u.). Since pr,i is decomposed completely in Bi and since L/Q(pl/a) 
and L/K are Galois extensions, all the ‘$i,i, . . . . ?&,-1.1 must ramify totally 
in Bs (notice again that [L: Kj =p). Hence we have $J~,IA~ =$$. Moreover 
we see that pi,2 is decomposed completely in B2 and that ~2,s is fully 
and tamely ramified in B2. For we have ‘$jp,~Bg = ‘$3:. 2 and p2,2B2 = ‘$i,-21. 
(4) Since a = @vu (mod .p,“, J we have ap z a (mod ps) by taking the 
appropriate norm. Hence, with the notation of (3), we find a = pi/a 
(mod VT!” ).Since~+l<<~-2wehave:a=pva (mod!@:?). But this 
is precisely the condition that !&,i is decomposed completely in Bz. Now 
pa,1 is ramified in L, as it is in K. Since L/Q(Pia) is the Galois closure of 
Q(~W/QPW it f 11 o ows now (by the complete decomposition of !j$,,i 
6 Indagationes 
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in &) that pz,l is ramified in Q(p”@), however such that 
p2,1A2=q& . . . qs, 
with the qr,z prime ideals of AZ, and such that r> 2. Moreover ZL, e=p. 
(Notice that the residue degree of every qj,2 over @,I is equal to 1, by 
looking at the decomposition @2,& = ‘$i.-. and ‘&,,& = $,2 . . . ‘&,,2). 
Now Gal (L/Q(+)) is isomorphic to Gal (K/Q). Let x be the unique 
faithful simple character of Gal (L/Q(pva)). Then f, is an integral ideal 
of Q(pva). Just as we did it in the paper [l] we conclude that 
$I&:;” divides f,-dg(pz~a)jQ(p~a/Cr) “exactly”. 
From this we derive 
r=2, el=l or el=r,--1 and ez=p-el. 
Now using the lemma 1 and by what we ha,ve said in (3) it follows 
that ~1,1~2=~;~2. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. q.e.d. 
COROLLARY 1: 
(i) If a~ = a (mod pa), then case (4) of Theorem 1 holds. 
(ii) If @J + a (mod ~3) but up = a (modpz), then c-8 (3) of Theorem 1 
holds. 
PROOP: (i) We have 
p3~a-~=(+z--4~+ 
0 
f (q/u--a)p-1 a+ . . . + 
( > 
$)r 1 (qh-u)ap-1. 
From the proof of Theorem 1 we easily derive that the prime ideal ~1.2 
of A1 divides “vu-u. But then (using that pA1 =.pT,;,;’ ~1,s) : 
&I+@ =+~.21PPl/a-4~~-1 +-.p;.,lw-~. 
Hence we are in case (4). 
(ii) Suppose that (4) holds. Then u z pvu (mod j$,) and by taking 
norms we find up = a (mod@). We have in case (4) a complete deoom- 
position of it into p different prime ideals !&,I, . . ., ‘&l,l, !&I of &. We 
adopt the notation from Theorem 1, case (3) and (a), namely ;pl,&= ‘$i,;‘. 
Now every such !&,I divides ~@-a. Hence we have 
Then 
And therefore the proof of the corolltlry is complete. q.e.d. 
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9 2. 
On account of the Theorem 1 and the Corollary 1 we have the following 
THEOREM 2: Let or = a (mod@), and ap f a (mod@++l), j> 2. Then, 
with the notations as in 5 1, we have: 
(i) If 2<jgh, then 
pAh = .p@ p&‘-l) . . . pp;,;i+2) ~jf-if2m--1), 
(ii) If j>h+l, then 
Z’Ah=P, &I pgf-1’ .-. @$'h $f;' ph+l,h. . . 
(Here v(n) is Euler’s totient function). 
PROOF : We omit the proof because our calculations are at least as 
difficult as in [2], the cases Q(pvo) and Q(p21/a) excepted. 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we prove the lemma 1, which is the keystone of the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
Let q= exp (2~4~2). Let L and R be as in the fig. 1. We will study 
the structure of Gal (L(q)/Q). It is easily seen that Gal (L(q)/Q)=HA, 
where H is cyclic of order p 2, H normal in HA, H=Gal (L(q)/Q(q)), 
A g Aut (H), A=Gal (L(q)/Q(p”vu)), A is cyclic and of order p(p- 1). 
A acts in an obvious way on H. HA has p(p - 1) linear (simple) complex 
characters, p simple complex characters all of degree p - 1, and precisely 
one simple complex character of degree p(p - 1). Call the latter character X. 
This character x is faithful, and is induced by some linear character y 
of H. Now take the trivial character 20 of A. A direct calculation shows 
that 
&*=x0+ xP +x. [IO* is the character of HA, induced by 391 
Here 20 is the trivial character of HA, xP is the unique non-linear simple 
character of Gal (R/Q), (h ence xP is also a character of HA, since Gal (R/Q) 
is a factor group of HA), and x is just the character mentioned above. 
Now the conductor-calculus! We have 
since this is all what remains from the formula 
fxo+xP+x= x0 x9 x- x9 x- 20 f f f -f f -f *=dk(‘)Q(@Va)/Q NQ(*V~)/Q fAo. 
From [l] we know that fX9=dg(Pva)/Q. 
Moreover 
fx = dQ(rl)/Q NQWQ flu- 
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Therefore, when a 5 UP (mod 9~9, then pp-21fXp=A~pya)/~. See [ 11. Also 
AQW’c4/Q = A “QPWQ NQ(W~)Q A CA = AQP’2~~/QP’V41~ 
Hence, when a = up (mod ~3) 
Pp-2 AQ(q)/Q NQ(q)/Q fv = P(p-2)p NQ(“l/a)/Q r’ 
=+ pp-2+2fl-Q NQ(,,)/Q fy = p(PT2)P NQ(+)/Q A 
- P+-2 NQ(,)/Q fv = NQPWQ A. 
since NQ(rl)/Q fv, is an integral ideal of Z, the proof of the lemma 1 is 
complete. 
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